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PURPOSE
This document is intended to serve as a high-level roadmap outlining SPP’s plan for utilizing
synchrophasor technology while highlighting initial and future uses, expected benefits and
anticipated costs. This roadmap will periodically be reviewed and updated through collaborative
efforts with SPP, our members, RTOs and other synchrophasor exports.

OVERVIEW
Synchrophasor technology, includes a wide array of monitoring, data processing, and wide area
visualization systems to help utilities and grid operators better manage the electric grid to
improve its reliability. Phasor Measuring Units, or PMUs, can report as many as 60
measurements per second, while SCADA provides a measurement every 4 – 10 seconds. Highspeed monitoring from PMUs can detect and record events that SCADA misses, thereby
enabling much better visibility into grid conditions and the performance of specific assets such
as power generators. PMUs used with high-speed data networks, high-quality data analytics,
and active system management can provide improved reliability, environmental benefits, cost
savings, and improved efficiency and throughput of the electricity grid.
SPP members are responsible for the installation of PMUs and the communication needed to
transfer this data from the substation back to the member’s data center. Once everything is in
place, the PMU owning member can gain additional benefits from this data above and beyond
what is presented in this document. For more information on the member specific benefits refer
to the SPP Members PMU Planning and SPP Member Synchrophasor Business Case.1
In the near term, SPP is focused on leveraging existing PMU data with open source and vendor
supplied software to further understand the value this technology can bring to the SPP goal of
providing region wide reliability. The first SPP PMU project is expected to equip SPP with the
capability to enhance current operations, after-the-fact event analysis and system model
validation efforts. Additionally, PMU data can assist in real-time situational awareness with
measurement based dynamic voltage stability monitoring, detection of oscillatory modes, realtime tracking of phase angles to assess stress of the grid, identifying generator trips, island
situations and enhance State Estimator accuracy.
SPP proposes the implementation of this initiative in three distinct phases. The Phase I project
and budget was approved in 2015 and is on track to be completed on time and on budget in
2017. Phase II and III are future projects currently under consideration and may be submitted

1
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through the SPP Project Review and Prioritization Committee (PRPC) in the future. Phase III will
only be submitted if and when SPP staff feels the systems are serving a critical operational need
and as such should be treated as a CIP asset. SPP Compliance staff will complete a compliance
impact assessment as part of the Phase 3 project plan.




Phase I (approved and underway in 2016)
o

Installation of systems to provide capability to send, receive and archive
synchrophasor data, perform after the fact analysis, deploy real-time analytics
engine for use in real-time operations as a non-critical informational tool in 2017.

o

Setup Synchrophasor Strike Team (SST) to engage stakeholders, apply lessons
learned, and develop business case for members. See charter2 for additional
details.

o

Support Department of Energy funded Open and Extensible Control and
Analytics (openECA) Platform for Phasor Data project where SPP staff will deploy,
test, and demonstrate the application being developed.

Phase II
o



Development of a member facing PMU portal to facilitate collaboration between
SPP and members. Enhancing member’s access to PMUs throughout the SPP
footprint is expected to provide new and enhanced capabilities to all members.

Phase III
o

Integrate PMU data collection and analytics into SPP’s secure data network for
use with State Estimator and classifying PMU applications as a critical tool for
real-time operations.

This roadmap is expected to evolve to support future operational and planning uses. The
quantitative and qualitative value generated from Phase 1 will undergo continuous review and
updates will provided through the MOPC. Feedback from SPP staff, members and other PMU
experts in the industry will influence and enable this plan.

2
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Complete the Phase 1 PMU project known as PR20160009 Synchrophasor Data
Exchange.
2. Develop and document SPP application specific benefits gained from PMUs.
3. Develop guidelines for locating PMUs within the SPP region.
4. Develop SPP Synchrophasor communication handbook.
5. Educate SPP members regarding CIP considerations for installing PMUs.

BACKGROUND
Using PMUs to monitor a footprint our size and to effectively manage the volume of variable
wind resources requires a complex and scalable PMU software solution. To accomplish this we
will need to improve visualization software, data streaming and processing capabilities, and
increase the communications network to facilitate an ancillary tool for use by engineers and
real-time operators.
This technology is expected to enhance existing SPP processes while creating new capabilities
not possible with existing technology. These new and enhanced capabilities will enable SPP to
better manage the transmission grid, accommodate large quantities of wind generation, to
detect and identify potential undesirable conditions on the grid and enable SPP operators to
make adjustments to resolve the conditions. These activities directly relate to improving the
overall operating reliability of the grid, provide economic value by increasing the amount of
wind that can be successfully integrated and reducing outages on the transmission grid.
SPP’s involvement with phasor technologies and its applications dates back to 2012.


SPP was partnered with EPRI and Baylor in a PMU event research program lead by Dr.
Mack Grady. His system relied on one PMU installed at the SPP office, data from OG&E,
Nebraska Public Power District, and Sunflower Electric Power Cooperative. KCPL did
install PMUs as part of this EPRI 3 year project. Dr. Mack Grady was leading this project
and developed data mining tools/reports to capture events to facilitate supplemental
analysis and model validation efforts.



SPP is currently sponsoring EPRI Project 39.015 which is addressing synchrophasor
application for grid operations support. SPP staff are supporting the SYSOPS PMU
working group at NATF, as well as several PSERC projects focusing on power system
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analysis tools and techniques to apply PMUs, and a University of Arkansas Gridconnected Advanced Power Electronics Systems 14-01 project which is an OG&E model
validation effort using PMU data.


SPP will begin demonstrating the openECA3 product in the summer of 2017 in support of
this DOE project (DE-OE0000778). The objective of the Open and Extensible Control and
Analytics (openECA) Platform for Phasor Data project is to develop an open source
software platform that significantly accelerates the production, use and ongoing
development of real-time decision support tools, automated control systems and off-line
planning systems that (1) incorporate high-fidelity synchrophasor data and (2) enhance
system reliability while enabling the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) operating functions of reliability coordinator, transmission operator, and/or
balancing authority to be executed more effectively.



SPP will be providing feedback on the development of the Advanced Synchrophasor
Protocol (ASP)4 in support of a DOE project (DE-FOA-0001492). This project sets out to
develop and extensively demonstrate an advanced, production-grade synchrophasor
protocol that will enhance interoperability among synchrophasor systems and legacy
control room systems; will increase synchrophasor system performance; will intrinsically
be more reliable and improve data quality; and will reduce operating costs. As part of
this project, SPP will also be testing four synchrophasor applications developed by the
Washington State University.

KEY BENEFITS
The anticipated benefits of the deployment of a synchrophasor system at SPP are focused on
creating a more reliable electric grid that can reliably integrate variable resources. This can be
achieved by better understanding the dynamic nature of the grid thus increasing model
accuracy that enables efficient and reliable use of existing transmission assets. The applications
listed below are focused at the RTO level so the value generated by SPP using synchrophasor
data is above and beyond any value created by the owner of the PMU using this data in- house
with applications specific to their local needs. For additional information regarding member
generated value see the SPP Members PMU Planning Approach and SPP Member
Synchrophasor Business Case.
Each of the following applications of synchrophasor technology has the potential to increase
returns and reduce costs, but the actual savings are difficult to assess. Where possible,

3
4

https://github.com/GridProtectionAlliance/openECA
https://www.naspi.org/sites/default/files/2017-03/gpa_robertson_asp_doe_20170322.pdf
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quantitative and qualitative benefits are captured but readers should also review additional
resources such as the NASPI Value Proposition5.

APPLICATION FUNCTIONALITY
The following sections outline the reasoning and benefits for leveraging synchrophasor data at
SPP. Where feasible, each section contains italicized information that may provide an avenue for
calculating quantitative benefits at some point in the future.

OSCILLATION DETECTION AND MONITORING
System oscillations are expected in a large interconnected network of loads and generators.
Most oscillations that occur are quickly damped out by the inertia of the Bulk Electric System
(BES). However, large disturbances and weakly-interconnected systems increase the risk that an
oscillation can grow, potentially causing the system to become unstable. Unstable oscillations
can cause large amplitude variations that could potentially lead to generator trips, line outages,
large-scale blackouts and long-term effects such as equipment fatigue and potential damage to
rotor shafts exposed to such sustained, high magnitude oscillations. System oscillations have
contributed to several significant North American power disturbances, including the 1996 WECC
outage and the 2000 BC-Alberta separation event, both resulting in large customer outages.
With the continued addition of variable generation in SPP's footprint, there is a steady decrease
in synchronous generator inertia on the grid. This leads to a reduced ability for the BES to damp
oscillations and recover from disturbances. The loss of system inertia increases the potential for
small-signal instabilities to grow into highly impactful events. PMU technology enables SPP to
monitor and assess the risk of oscillations on the grid in real time. In addition, by analyzing
known oscillatory events after-the-fact, analysts may be able to identify and mitigate similar
events in the future. PMU technology would also allow SPP to monitor and assess inter-area
oscillations in the Eastern Interconnect.
In the event of large inter-area forced oscillations, this technology could help determine if SPP
resources are contributing to the event or responding to a cause outside of the SPP footprint.
The NERC Reliability Guideline on Forced Oscillation Monitoring and Mitigation6 highlights
examples where a local forced oscillation can excite an existing inter-area system mode resulting
in a large resonant oscillations across the entire interconnect. A recent example of this occurred
June 17, 2016, when a forced oscillation began in Mississippi but the impacts were seen across
the entire Eastern Interconnect. An animation of this event has been prepared by the FNET

https://www.naspi.org/File.aspx?fileID=1571
https://www.nerc.com/comm/PC_Reliability_Guidelines_DL/Reliability_Guideline_-_Forced_Oscillations__2017-07-31_-_FINAL.pdf
5
6
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GridEye system at University of Tennessee Knoxville.7 In this type of event, it is very important
for RC to RC coordination to help identify and contain the source of the forced oscillation.

POSSIBLE QUANTITATIVE IDEAS
1. Potential to diagnose and mitigate generator issues, possibly reducing the likelihood of
more widespread generation outages.
2. More confident integration of renewable generation, specifically from an added ability to
monitor for renewable-induced oscillations.
3. Potential to reduce curtailments to units with unknown oscillatory problems. Instead of
reducing output as a temporary fix, PMU data would show that units have oscillatory
problems and corrective action could be taken.
4. Potential to limit long-term impacts to equipment such as rotor shafts.

VOLTAGE STABILITY MONITORING
Voltage stability refers to the ability of a power system to maintain steady voltages at all buses
in the system after being subjected to a disturbance. To maintain reliable operation of a power
system, it is essential to ensure satisfactory voltage stability performance during anticipated bulk
power transfer scenarios and under contingency conditions. Therefore, voltage stability
assessment (VSA) in the real-time operation environment is a critical technical issue for
transmission operators to address. Improved tools and techniques for real-time VSA can
potentially enhance reliability and maximize bulk power transfers.
Currently, SPP is planning to implement a real-time simulation-based VSA application to
perform real-time contingency analysis to ensure satisfactory voltage stability performance. A
drawback of the simulation-based VSA (SBVSA) approach is that the accuracy of SBVSA results is
dependent on the accuracy of the modeling used, which may not be representative of the actual
power system. A measurement-based VSA (MBVSA) approach has emerged in recent years.
MBVSA uses real-time synchrophasor measurements to arrive at voltage stability limits under
the current operating conditions. Although the MBVSA approach has the advantage of being
model independent, its drawback is an inability to predict voltage stability limits under any other
condition, such as following a contingency or under a different power transfer scenario.
SPP has already identified the need to have increased monitoring and assessment of voltage
stability in real time due to the high level of renewable generation sited on the west side of the
SPP footprint.8 As more renewable generation interconnects and SPP experiences higher transfer
levels to move that generation to the load centers, real-time awareness of current and

7
8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vuxZJitEJg
https://www.spp.org/documents/34200/2016%20wind%20integration%20study%20(wis)%20final.pdf
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contingent voltage conditions becomes even more imperative. The ability to operate the system
reliably with accurate voltage stability limits that are based on real-time conditions optimizes
power flow capabilities while creating a heightened awareness of system stability are becoming
more important as we anticipate the need to manage stability limits ahead of thermal limits in
the future.
The true optimal solution is realized when there is a combination approach to assessing voltage
stability. The model-based simulations are benchmarked and verified by measurement-based
data in order to provide operators and engineers with the confidence needed to monitor
voltage stability in near-term and real-time operations. Having PMUs installed on key stability
interfaces is key to providing this enhanced value to system operators.9

WIDE-AREA SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Wide area PMU data will help increase SPP's situational awareness when events, including
oscillations, occur. This data will provide details of the location of events, nearby equipment, and
provide data for the event cause analysis. Wide area phase angle monitoring allows the
visualization of voltage phase angles differences (PAD) across a region or interface. Monitoring
angle separation will help operators monitor system stress in addition to the traditional
monitoring of MW flow.
Wide area views of measured system data provide a way to visualize system stress and show
nearby equipment. Geospatial visualization with PMU data will allow the analysis of an entire
region, identifying where an event occurred, including nearby equipment, outages and other
events.


Use event data and timestamps to track down equipment that is impacted and/or
causing the oscillation.



Use outage data from a map to determine if topology has changed or is abnormal, such
as radial or otherwise isolated equipment.



Monitor nearby generation for abnormal statuses that could be contributing to issues.



Visualize events that occur frequently in an area.

Types of events include but are not limited to


Generation control oscillations

9

https://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Synchronized%20Measurement%20Subcommittee/Phase%20Angle%20
Monitoring%20Technical%20Reference%20Document%20-%20FINAL.pdf
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Inter-area mode oscillations



Local mode oscillations



Line switching



Generation trips



Geomagnetic disturbances



Voltage collapse/critical point approach



Islanding



Frequency Deviation



High phase angle differences



Regional high phase angle based on defined PMU pairs

POST-EVENT ANALYSIS
The emergence of PMU technology allows engineers to look far deeper into events to not only
determine what happened, but why it happened. This can be useful for redesigning protection
systems and plant controllers to reduce the number of unplanned outages and contribute to the
reliability of the bulk electric system. Adding PMU data to SPP's current event analysis will offer
several advantages, even if those advantages are more directly realized by SPP member
companies. Integrating PMU data into post event analysis will require a close relationship with
SPP member companies to efficiently diagnose and interpret the data. In this manner, SPP will
serve as the central point of contact for event analysis, coordinate the analysis with all the
impacted entities, and create a standardized report upon conclusion of the analysis. SPP will
maintain the PMU data and event reports to be made available upon request to member
companies. This structure offers the highest benefit for SPP and its members by not duplicating
software cost and associated IT infrastructure to manage the large amount of data that PMUs
can provide.

POSSIBLE QUANTITATIVE IDEAS
The availability of synchrophasor data has shaved months of time from forensic event
investigations because the initial sequence of events and modeling data can be compiled within
hours rather than months. In 2003, after the August 14 blackout of the Northeast U.S. and
Canada, NERC, DOE, and FERC pulled together a group of over 20 engineers from across the
electric industry and federal government to look through millions of data points in control
room, SCADA, and relay records from many sources to compile the sequence of events for the
blackout. Lacking PMU data, the intensive initial effort to build the sequence of events lasted for
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over six weeks, after which a smaller team of three or more engineers spent five more months
reexamining and refining the analysis. The formal analysis and recommendations were not
released until April 2004. Modeling and analysis continued for another year. In contrast, after
PMUs were installed, NERC was able to compile the sequence of events for the 2011 Southwest
outage and the 2015 Washington D.C. metro disturbance within less than 24 hours. A detailed
forensic report and reliability recommendations were released the following year.
A representative calculation of the labor savings derived from using PMUs to build the sequence
of events for a large grid disturbance involves the following:
Hours saved = 20 engineers for six weeks (20 * 240 hours) plus 4 engineers at five
months (4 * 866 hours) = 8,264 hours
Fully loaded cost per engineer = $43.48/hour plus benefits at 64% = $71.31/hour
(assuming national average hourly compensation rate with no overtime pay)
Total cost to build disturbance sequence of events w/o PMU data = 8,264 hours *
$71.31/hour =$589,306 worth of labor and benefits over seven months’ time saved = six
months or more.
This half million dollars in labor costs could be compared to the effort to compile a sequence of
events after a major disturbance today. Within an hour or two after the start of the event, the
involved transmission owners and RCs send files of all their SCADA and PMU data to NERC; two
to four NERC engineers compile the data into the sequence of events and check it; and the
events and initial cause can be determined within 24 to 48 hours of the event.10

MODEL VALIDATION
The power system is planned and operated using dynamic models that are expected to
represent the transient behavior of grid elements of the Bulk Electric System (BES) and the BES
as a whole when subject to reasonable grid disturbances. It is essential in ensuring that these
models are accurate and up to date, because when the BES does not act in the way that its
model predicts, the mismatch between reality and model-based expectations can cause severe
disturbances and costly equipment damage. In some cases model errors are due to deficiencies
in the model’s structure, and in other cases the model has been mis-calibrated. Additionally,
models that started out relatively accurate can “drift” from actual system behavior over time
through the collective impacts of new load dynamics and generator dynamics. A few
“insignificant” discrepancies in the models of individual grid elements can accumulate and, in
aggregate, produce significant errors in system model estimates. Inaccurate models have
contributed to a number of recent North American power outages, including the 1996 WSCC
outage in which 7.4 million customers lost power and major interties were derated by 33%.

10
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Utilizing PMUs for power plant model validation as applicable to NERC Reliability Standards
MOD-26 and MOD- 27, could remove the need for contractors and generator downtime, which,
conservatively, could save members an estimated $50,000 per unit tested (not including the
additional saving from not taking the unit offline and the subsequent loss of opportunity in the
Integrated Marketplace). With roughly 150 stations in SPP’s footprint that have generation
subject to testing requirements, this could potentially save SPP members over $7,500,000 every
10 years.
PMUs also have numerous benefits to SPP’s Engineering department. Online performance
monitoring provides expeditious verification that the modeled performance accurately replicates
the unit’s response; any differences can be used to instigate a model correction by the
Generation Owner, and can also be used to guide the modeler toward potential corrections to
the model. In this vein, SPP is actively developing a process to comply with NERC Reliability
Standard MOD-33, however, currently available SCADA data has low sampling rates and doesn’t
provide adequate quality for the required dynamic studies. More frequent and timesynchronized measurements, like those from PMUs or Digital Fault Recorders (DFRs), are
necessary for the dynamic portion of MOD-33 studies. Similar analytical methods are being used
to validate and calibrate overall power system models, and will soon be extended to load
models.
Using synchrophasor measurements to validated models will:
1. Improve system reliability & asset management.
2. Reduce cost and time required for model validation.
3. Satisfy NERC Reliability Standards.

POSSIBLE QUANTITATIVE IDEAS
SYNCHROPHASOR BENEFIT DUE IN-PART
TO MODEL VALIDATION

SYNCHROPHASOR VALUE METRIC

Fewer and shorter outages



Number of outages

Fewer customers affected by outages



Number of customers

Fewer equipment failures and catastrophic
emergencies (including generators and
transmission equipment)



Number of equipment failures



Number of catastrophic equipment
emergencies



Number of outage hours avoided, number of
customers affected, value of outage reduced
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Outage hours reduction



Customers affected

Faster forensic event analysis and lessons
learned



Not quantifiable

Labor cost reductions



Staff hours saved



$ value of worker hours saved



Bottleneck facilities relieved



MWh of incremental flows from bottlenecks
reduced



MWh of increased flows due to fewer/shorter
outages

Increased delivery and use of renewable
generation



Incremental renewable MWh

Decrease in net carbon emissions



Incremental tonnes pollutants avoided from
fossil generation

Faster island restoration

Enhanced energy flows

Model validation example – With the advent of automated model validation routines that can
use PMU data to test and validate a generator model, there is less need for generation owners
to hire a consultant to conduct physical tests of the generator (which can cost $50,000 per test
engagement), and less need for engineers at the transmission owner or RC to examine the
generator test results and compare them to the generator model.
Instead, with PMU data and automated model validation procedures, such models can be
continuously updated and made more accurate every time a grid disturbance occurs. Although
the new procedures still require scrutiny by an experienced engineer, the processes could mean
a savings of two to four days of engineering work per generator per year—time that could be
used for more productive work. Calculating the associated savings involves the following:
Hours saved = 1 engineer for two days = 16 hours
Fully loaded cost per engineer = $71.31/hour
Total labor cost saved per generator for physical testing and model updating = $1,141
Time saved = two days or more.
Using Synchrophasors at SPP
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FUTURE USES
The future of synchrophasor data is very bright as new uses are constantly being researched and
new applications are developed. The following information is provided as possible uses for this
data and technology given SPP’s existing operational challenges and direction of synchrophasor
technology.
The creation of a new PMU portal would enable SPP members to access PMU data from their
neighbors increasing their own situational awareness and it could also provide real-time PMU
displays creating a new capability for SPP and TOP operators to see and use the same screens
during grid events thus enhancing grid operations. This portal is also expected to further
operationalize PMU applications in Operations and Engineering.
If the SPP PMU applications prove themselves in providing a critical operational function then
SPP will take measures to implement a system compliant with CIP and increasing the uptime
capabilities of the architecture. Due to the nature of existing synchrophasor technology, SPP
expects to begin designing and testing a highly available systems in a lower nonproduction
environment one year from it being needed in production. This is required to ensure a stable
architecture solution can be developed and provide time for vendors to enhance their systems
to meet our needs. The application will be installed in both the primary and backup data centers
while also increasing our networking capabilities between sites and our members, creating a
highly-available system with PMU data that can be used in too supplement the loss or even bad
SCADA feeds and even serve as a backup to EMS. This project would also begin the
development of CIP controls and operator procedures to support this new critical PMU
application.
A linear state estimator can be used to infer PMU equivalents, where substations without PMU
measurements can still be monitored. This capability could be used to expand our visibility one
substation away from where PMUs are installed thus reducing the number of physical PMUs
needed. A linear state estimator can also be used to fill in missing data and detect bad
synchrophasor data thus improving the quality of data used in downstream systems.
PMU technology may have a role in determining dynamic system ratings and allow for more
reliable deliveries of energy, especially from remote renewable generation locations to load
centers. With PMU monitoring at key points across the grid, operators can use phase angle and
voltage stability monitoring to determine actual grid conditions in real time. In many cases, this
may reveal that there is more transmission capacity available at bottleneck points than the
model-based limits allowed. Using these calculations for dynamic line loading and congestion
management may lead to net lower energy costs (because more energy can flow and
uneconomic, out-of-order dispatch is avoided). Because wind energy in particular is often
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constrained by operating limits, this may enable greater delivery of wind energy (Hurtgen and
Maun 2012).11
SPP would like to research the possibility of using synchrophasor data as a means to validate
results from our online VSAT solution. If successful, this validation is expected to improve online
VSAT results while enhancing operator confidence in the online VSAT solutions.
Real-time measurements of phase angles could be used to detect topology errors in our stateestimator models that could impact our reliability studies and visibility (like RTNET and RTCA).
Traditional metrics like measurement/state-estimator mismatch may not always indicate these
problems. This can help with real-time validation as well as validation of impedances and
transmission connectivity for modeling purposes.

ESTIMATED COSTS
Project costs provided here are only for the Phase 1 PMU project currently in-progress at SPP.
Additional cost information from the SPP members perspective can be found in the SPP
Members PMU Planning Approach and SPP Member Synchrophasor Business Case.12

INFRASTRUCTURE
SOFTWARE
In an effort to keep costs down while still building a robust synchrophasor system capable of
meeting short-term and longer-term goals, SPP will be utilizing open-source software solutions
from the Grid Protection Alliance. Applications such as Siegate, openPDC, and openHistorian
provide SPP the ability to receive and store PMU data with no licensing costs.
The open-source products are known to not meet all of our needs so SPP conducted vendor
evaluations and selected a PMU starter package in mid-2016 from the Electric Power Group that
included RTDMS, PGDA, ePDC and GridSmarts. Where possible, SPP attained an enterprise
license agreement allowing us to install the software in multiple environments as required by IT
best practices at a cheaper rate than other licensing alternatives would have provided.

11
12
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HARDWARE
The PMU project is taking advantage of hardware virtualization whenever the applications
support it to help keep costs down. Based on current knowledge, 50% of the servers for this
project will be virtual systems with the other half requiring physical servers. Additionally,
hardware costs have been kept low by developing a plan to utilize a corporate only (non-CIP),
non-highly available production system.

IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT COSTS
In 2016, SPP negotiated a deal to purchase an enterprise license for EPG’s RTDMS and ePDC
software components to be used with any number of PMUs. The RTDMS client application can
only be used on desktops with a hefty video card so SPP has chosen to use a remote desktop
like service that will enable even the most basic of laptop users to leverage this new system. This
purchase is estimated to save SPP over $400,000 in license costs and reduces the yearly
maintenance fee by approximately $60,000 per year over the next five years.
In 2017, Phase 1 will continue with the total hardware and license cost expected to be $403,500
to purchase additional servers needed to install the EPG starter package and GPA systems in QA
and PRD, adding storage capacity to store PMU data, SQL server licenses and production
backups. Professional services from EPG is expected in the amount of $100,000 for services
related to commissioning, installation, and training for SPP to get full benefit from our
purchases.
In 2018, the total hardware cost is expected to be $181,000 as the project adds additional
storage needed to handle an increase in PMU feeds and longer retention of the data. An
additional $100,000 of professional services is needed for EPG provided services related to
configuration, training, PMU data analysis, and other general activities required for SPP to
continue adding value from our purchases.
In 2019, the total hardware cost is expected to be $114,000 as the project adds additional
storage and enhanced data backup capabilities. An additional $100,000 of professional services
is needed for EPG provided services related to training, PMU data analysis, and other general
activities required for SPP to continue adding value from our purchases.

ONGOING OPERATIONAL COSTS
IT support staff needed to support EPG software has been reduced by leveraging the RTDMS
Mobile Solution. This solution allows staff to install, upgrade, and provide support on a single
server in place of doing this same work on up to 15 different client machines. Yearly software
maintenance and support costs for synchrophasor applications is expected to be approximately
$120,000.
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In 2017, a minor internet upgrade with a reoccurring cost of $6,000 is expected to increase our
capabilities of receiving more data over the internet.
In 2018, network upgrades are needed to increase our EINet capabilities to share data with our
peers such as MISO, PJM, NYISO, etc. Each upgraded path will require an upgrade with both
network providers and at multiple locations (primary and secondary sites). This is expected to
add a reoccurring cost of $300,000 per year.

TIMELINE
A high-level timeline for the key activities described above is presented below. It is important to
emphasize that this timeline is used for guidance and will be modified as PMUs are deployed
and applications advance.
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SUMMARY
SPP anticipates developing many benefits from the deployment and application of
synchrophasor technology. The following table highlights the benefits associated with the key
activities in the SPP synchrophasor roadmap.
APPLICATION

WHAT IT DOES

QUALITATIVE BENEFITS

Oscillation Detection and
Monitoring

Performs oscillation detection,
damping computation and
mode identification

By detecting and identifying low
damping operating conditions,
operators can take preventive
control actions to increase the
system's damping.

Dynamic model validation

PMU sub-second resolution
data allows us to obtain the
dynamic response of
components (generators, loads,
renewable resources)

By validating current dynamic
models with PMU data, planning
and operations will obtain more
accurate results when
performing dynamic stability
and voltage stability studies.

Voltage Stability Monitoring

Assess the current operating
point and power-to-voltage
sensitivities at a sub-second
resolution

Incorporated with model-based
VSA application it provides
operators visibility of current
operating point versus collapse
point (unstable conditions)

Phase Angle Difference
Monitoring

Dynamically computes the angle
difference limits across predefined transmission paths

Monitor stress across the
transmission system

Post-Event Analysis

Provides enhanced insight while
researching grid events

Automatically saves event files
and allows the user to perform
post- disturbance analysis

State Estimator (SE)

Estimates the state (voltage
magnitudes and angles) and
provides results on network
topology and flows used in
Operations and Markets.

Provides redundancy of
measurements for improved
bad data detection and allows
for cross-validation between
PMU measurements and SE
results
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